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"The history of the Medical Service of the Armed Force of Peru is the
final result and the synthesis of researches performed, from the beginning of
our independence up to to-day, by authorities of our country having a great
intellectual integrity. The object of this presentation is to give a general and
synthetic view on such a complex and large theme.

The historical document which created the military medical Service is the
Supreme Decree of the 30th of March 1904. It assigned to this Service the
mission of assuring, in the most adequate way, the maintenance of health in the
Navy and the Army. But, whenever citizenship permitted it during these years,
military doctors, supported in good and bad fortune by their love for their
native country, conscious of performing their duty and impelled by their
high ideal, followed the Army of Liberation through its numerous campaigns.
They shared in the bitterness of defeats and the joy of victories.

Dawn broke for the military medical Service when General Jose San
Martin arrived in Peru and launched his first campaigns in 1820. The Supreme
Decree of the 30th of October 1721 granted military ranks to doctors incor-
porated in the Army of Liberation. Peruvian General, who had served in the
Army of Liberation, founding their decisions on the medical bases used for the
Army of the Andes, called for enlistment surgeons and pharmacists of their
own country, educated in the famous medical College San Fernando.

During the campaigns from 1820 to 1824, our medical officers received well
deserved honours for their behaviour on many battlefields. After the campaigns
of Junin and Ayacucho, which resulted in the independence of Peru, the
military medical Service had already a well established structure. This organisa-
tion was officially approved by the Liberator himself, Simon Bolivar.

The National Convention enacted, on the 6th of March 1857, the law
confirming the previous provisions and the rules for careers in the medical
Service. This law was completed, many years later, on the 17th of March 1923,
by another one concerning military pharmacists and dentists. The medical
Service of the Armed Force and of the Police Forces reached its maturity, along
many years of experience, forged in dramatic conditions, marked by sacrifices
required by destiny...
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